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A. Introduction

1. I have been requested by the government of Canada to review and consider the opinions expressed by Professor Robert Merges and Mr. Stephen Kunin in the additional reports they submitted in support of Eli Lilly & Company’s Reply and in response to my first report. This second report contains my responses. To be clear, if I have not provided a response herein, it is because I believe that my first report adequately addressed Professors Merges’ and Mr. Kunin’s argument. I fully endorse and reiterate all the opinions in my first report.

2. I have attached an updated C.V. to this Report for the convenience of the Tribunal and the parties. The only significant change is that I stepped down as the Associate Dean of Faculty at Emory University School of Law on August 1, 2015.

3. Professor Merges, Mr. Kunin and I actually agree on a number of critical issues:
   - Professor Merges, Mr. Kunin, and I all agree that the United States utility standard generally is not a high threshold.
   - Professor Merges, Mr. Kunin, and I agree that the utility threshold does not vary across technological fields, notwithstanding Professor Merges inaccurate suggestion that I have argued to the contrary.
   - Professor Merges, Mr. Kunin, and I agree that the utility requirement is of particular relevance in the chemical, pharmaceutical, and biotechnological fields

4. However, I do not agree with the way Professor Merges and Mr Kunin characterize the U.S. utility requirement. Conclusions drawn from the examples cited by Professor Merges¹ and statistics referred to by Mr. Kunin² are misleading because they

---

¹ Professor Merges’ description of the utility doctrine in the United States is inaccurate. His examples involving apparatuses are inapposite because, as we all agree, the utility doctrine plays little role for those technologies.

² Mr. Kunin’s report refers to statistics suggesting that utility was raised by examiners to reject applications in only 1% of all Patent Trial and Appeal Board cases from 1998-2008. Those data represent all technologies, and for most technologies, utility is easy to establish. As such, the low number is not surprising.
seem to imply that establishing or challenging utility with respect to any type of invention will entail the same degree of evidence.

5. Professor Merges also fails to provide an appropriate comparison between Canadian and United States’ law. As I noted in my first expert report, a proper comparative analysis does not myopically focus on a utility-to-utility doctrine comparison.3 Because countries have flexibility in how they implement various policy options, the proper comparison is a holistic one. In this case, the proper comparison necessarily includes comparison to the doctrines of enablement and written description in the United States. As the U.S. Courts themselves have stated expressly, these doctrines are related and often intertwined with the concept of utility.4 This proper comparative analysis demonstrates that the laws between the two countries are not particularly divergent.

6. Additionally, Professor Merges’ suggestion that technical evidence generated after filing the patent application to support utility or enablement is routinely admitted is incorrect. Precision is important here. Post-filing evidence that a patent lacks utility or is not enabled of course is relevant: if the invention lacks utility or is not enabled as of a later date, then of course it would fail these tests as of the earlier filing date. Moreover, affidavits created after the filing date that explain what happened prior to the filing date are admissible. Such evidence only explains what happened prior to the filing date.5 Evidence generated after the filing date – such as scientific references or laboratory experiments to confirm utility or enablement – are generally excluded, subject only to a minor exception. In none of the cases that Professor Merges cites did the court find the specification inadequate but then allowed evidence generated post-filing to correct it.

---

3 Holbrook First Report, at paras. 7-8.
4 See Holbrook First Report, at pp. 6-25.
5 Many of Professor Merges’ examples relate to post-filing evidence of a lack utility or enablement, which is consistent with my position. Other examples he cites confirm that post-filing evidence in support of utility or enablement is only permitted, if at all, in limited circumstances. In each case where such evidence was admitted, the courts made clear that such evidence was merely supplementary: the specification alone sufficiently disclosed the invention’s utility and how to make and use the invention.
7. Finally, Professor Merges’ suggestion that changes in United States patent law since NAFTA have been “subtle” is inaccurate. In particular, the U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decisions regarding what subject matter is patentable has dramatically altered patent law within the United States. Similarly, the Federal Circuit’s expansion of the written description requirement as an independent basis for invalidating patents represents a significant shift in patent law. These two changes alone, which I addressed in my first report and to which neither Professor Merges nor Mr. Kunin respond, have dramatically altered the state of United States patent law, making it more difficult to obtain and protect innovations through patent protection. Notwithstanding the issuance of a patent, its validity is often uncertain before it is tested in litigation.

B. Professor Merges, Mr. Kunin, and I Notably Agree on Three Key Points

1) The utility requirement is a low bar under United States patent law

8. Professor Merges, Mr. Kunin, and I all agree that, speaking generally and without regard to particular technologies, the utility requirement in the United States is low. The record is replete with cases and commentary, including my own, recognizing that fact.

2) There is one utility standard for all technologies

9. We also all agree that there is a singular utility standard that applies to all inventions.

10. Professor Merges and Mr. Kunin both suggest that I have articulated that the utility standard is different for chemical and pharmaceutical inventions than for other technologies. I have made no such assertion, and that is not my view. My report and prior academic writings are all consistent: there is a single utility standard that applies across all technologies. The excerpts of my writing that Professor Merges quotes in footnotes confirm that, contrary to his assertion in the body of his report, I view there to be a single utility requirement applicable to all inventions in the United States.

---

3) The utility requirement has “greater relevance” in the chemical and pharmaceutical contexts

11. Professor Merges’ and Mr. Kunin’s confusion with respect to my views appears to arise from my statements that utility remains a significant barrier in the context of chemical and pharmaceutical inventions. My report and prior writings are all specific in noting that the uniform utility threshold is less easy to establish with respect to pharmaceutical and chemical inventions than with other technologies. Contrary to Professor Merges’ intimations, there is nothing inconsistent between my first report and my prior writings.

12. Professor Merges’ and Mr. Kunin’s apparent misunderstanding of my first report is surprising because we all appear to agree that the nature of an invention can make it more difficult to establish utility, and that this is the case with chemical and pharmaceutical inventions. Professor Merges characterizes this dynamic as utility having “greater relevance in the pharmaceutical field” and that “the use requirement is more salient” in these areas. Leaving aside a debate over rhetoric and terminology, his conclusion is the same as mine: even though the utility threshold is the same for all technologies, utility has more “bite” in the context of pharmaceutical, chemical, and biological inventions. Indeed, while Professor Merges takes snippets of my scholarly writing out of context to imply otherwise, the quoted passages in footnote 6 of his second report confirm our agreement. Such agreement is unsurprising. It is well accepted that, while patent law is technology-neutral in theory, it is technology-specific in application.

---

8 Holbrook First Report, at pp. 6-13.

9 The reality that different technologies will encounter the same utility requirement in different ways makes Mr. Kunin’s data suspect. He notes that, according to his analysis of cases at the USPTO from 1998-2008, examiners issued utility rejections in only 1% of the cases. These data are across all technologies, so a low rejection rate is unsurprising. The more apt analysis would be the rate of rejections based on utility in pharmaceutical and chemical applications. His analysis also omits rejections on the related doctrines of enablement and written description.


12 See e.g., Dan L. Burk and Mark A. Lemley, Is Patent Law Technology-Specific?, 17 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 1155 (2002) at 1156-1157 (R-386); Professor Merges’ analogy to a high jump bar (Merges Second Report,
C. **Professor Merges’ Interpretation of the Utility Requirement is Inaccurate**

1) *Professor Merges inaccurately suggests that utility is not about whether the applicant has proven the invention to work*

13. Professor Merges is incorrect when he suggests that utility is merely about “speculation about the existence of a use.”\(^{13}\) This statement is an inaccurate assessment of the law of utility and is belied by the case law on utility and by the requirement that, for an invention to be ready for patenting, it must be reduced to practice. Reduction to practice requires demonstration that the invention works for its intended purpose.

14. Thus, Professor Merges’ assertion that merely identifying a use is sufficient to establish utility is inconsistent with the case law in the United States. For example, in *In re Citron*,\(^{14}\) the court found the asserted utility lacking notwithstanding a robust disclosure of the claimed compound’s uses. In that case, the applicant claimed a compound that could be used to treat cancer along with a variety of other uses that purportedly were supported by experiments. Rejecting the application on the basis of the utility requirement, the court reasoned:

> The defect here is that in spite of the somewhat grandiose claims of appellant’s specification, purportedly based on actual tests or experiments, not one iota of evidence has been produced tending even to show that tests were actually conducted. We also note that the specification does not contain a single specific experiment, of which the details are supplied, wherein any animal was actually benefited by treatment with the claimed precipitate or serum, or wherein an existing tumor was caused to grow more rapidly.\(^{15}\)

---

\(^{13}\) Merges Second Report, at para. 9.

\(^{14}\) 325 F.2d 248 (C.C.P.A. 1963) (“Citron”) (R-387).

\(^{15}\) *Citron*, at 253 (R-387).
15. The utility was articulated plainly in the specification; nevertheless, it was insufficient because the applicant had failed to demonstrate he had actually demonstrated the disclosed uses.

16. Professor Merges’ statement is also belied by the requirement for an invention to be reduced to practice to demonstrate whether a party has completed the invention. Under the United States prior “first to invent” regime, which was the law until March 2013, priority among competing applicants for an invention was determined by whomever was first to invent and able to establish herself as the inventor.

17. According to United States law, someone is an inventor when she has the complete idea of the invention (called conception) and reduces the invention to practice. The reduction to practice requirement emphasizes the need for an inventor to prove that the invention works for its intended purpose, and thus that it has utility, prior to the filing date. Reduction to practice can be demonstrated in two ways. The first, an actual reduction to practice, happens when the inventor has “constructed an embodiment or performed a process that met all the limitations of the claim, and that he determined that the invention would work for its intended purpose.”

18. The second way to demonstrate reduction to practice can be “constructive,” which means that the applicant satisfies the reduction to practice requirement by filing a patent application. To be a constructive reduction to practice, however, the application must satisfy the enablement, utility, and written description requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 112(a). For mechanical devices, constructive reduction to practice is easier because the

---

16 The America Invents Act (AIA) changed the United States to a “first inventor to file” system, effective 18 months after the enactment of the AIA, i.e. March 16, 2013. See Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. 112-29 (Sep. 16, 2011) (R-451).

17 35 U.S.C. § 102(g): The “first to invent” was the first to conceive of the invention who either was also the first to reduce to practice or was diligent in reducing the invention to practice. Nevertheless, even under the AIA, identifying who is the true inventor may be relevant, particularly as it relates to derivation proceedings. Derivation proceedings award the patent to a party who was the first to invent yet the second to file a patent application if the first filer took the invention from the first inventor. (35 U.S.C. § 135 (2013)) Thus, issues of conception and reduction to practice may return even under the new “first inventor to file” regime.

technology is predictable. For methods of treatment, however, there can be considerable uncertainty as to whether the method will work.

19. Under Professor Merges’ view of the law, no such proof that the invention actually worked would ever be required. The requirement for a reduction to practice shows he is wrong. United States patent law is concerned with demonstration that the invention actually works, either prior to, or concurrent with, the application.

20. It would be an odd patent system that allows an applicant to list utterly speculative utilities prior to any proof they are correct, only then to allow the patent on post-filing proof of such utilities. An applicant could file a disclosure that catalogs all sorts of potential utilities for a compound, having never confirmed whether any are in fact correct. Under Professor Merges’ viewpoint, that applicant could then subsequently confirm those utilities and still obtain a valid patent. Such gamesmanship is not what the patents system is designed to encourage. Instead, the patent system rewards a party who has actually contributed to the state of the art through a demonstrated use.

2) Professor Merges’ Inaccurately Concludes that Convincing Evidence is Not Required to Support a Patent Specification

21. Professor Merges argues that U.S. courts have consistently rejected the idea that patent specification must be supported by convincing evidence. However, the cases he cites do not support his position. His review of these cases, while accurate, is inapposite. Most of these cases addressed claims either to apparatuses or to

---


20 Professor Merges notably relies upon *Tol-O-Matic, Inc. v. Proma Produkt-Und Mkting. Gesellschaft m.b.H.*, 945 F.2d 1546 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (“Tol-O-Matic”) (C-290), for the proposition that “[i]t is not required that a particular characteristic set forth in the prosecution history be achieved in order to satisfy § 101.” That is true. It is also irrelevant. The claim at issue was an apparatus, a rodless piston-cylinder, and nothing in the claim required a particular utility. Claims to methods of treatment or other uses are easily distinguishable because these types of claims require the particular utility.

Professor Merges’ reliance on *Raytheon Co. v. Roper Corp.*, (724 F.2d 951 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (“Raytheon”) (C-367)) is also irrelevant to the issues in this arbitration. Indeed, part of the decision that Professor Merges glosses over discusses the importance of the claim in assessing utility. The claims in *Raytheon* were, again, directed to an apparatus, “a ‘common cavity’ oven capable of conventional thermal cooking, microwave cooking, and pyrolytic self-cleaning.” In contrast to *Tol-O-Matic*, however, one of the claims did require a particular utility: the prevention of backflow. The Federal Circuit in *Raytheon* noted at paragraph 956 that:
compounds, both of which may have multiple utilities. He is correct, therefore, that only one utility is sufficient for claims to apparatuses and compounds. Such analysis is irrelevant, however, when the claim requires a particular utility, which methods of treatment do.

22. Professor Merges cites one method of treatment case, In re Malachowski. The focus in this case, however, was not the particular utility of treating arthritis but instead the subject of the treatment. The claims covered both human and non-human animals. The specification specifically noted the need to treat arthritis in canines and equines. Importantly, it was undisputed that there was inadequate support for the treatment of humans. The court found sufficient utility, but specifically because the claims were not

While a patent covering a meritorious invention should not be struck down because the patentee has misconceived the scientific principle of his invention, the error cannot be overlooked when the misconception is embodied in the claim.

The court noted Claim 1 required something that “does not and physically cannot happen.” As such, the claim was held invalid for lack of utility. The other claims lacked this requirement, and therefore the court concluded the utility requirement had been satisfied. Contrary to Professor Merges’ assertion, this case emphasizes the importance of looking at whether a particular utility is required by the claim itself and, if so, whether there is adequate support for it. Claims directed to methods of using a compound or methods of treatment invariably require a particular utility – multiple other utilities are irrelevant. As a result, there must be adequate support of that particular utility in the patent specification as of the filing date.

Transco Products, Inc. v. Performance Contracting, Inc., 121 F.3d 728 (1997), 1997 WL 459771, (“Transco”) (R-452), a non-precedential opinion, also is unavailing. (Note, the citation listed by Professor Merges is merely a table and does not report the full decision; my discussion therefore will cite to the full opinion found in the Westlaw database). Transco deals with an apparatus—thermal insulation for vessels and piping within nuclear power plants. Transco, at *1. The case also supports the importance of looking at the claim in assessing utility. See id. at *3 (“In determining utility, we must assess the claimed subject matter.”). Finally, the case involved a factual dispute over the durability of the claimed invention, not whether the apparatus would work at all. Id., at *6 (evidence that “simple nylon would break down over time, e.g. about 30 years, due to radiation” insufficient to show lack of operability.”).

21 In re Gottlieb, 328 F.2d 1016 (C.C.P.A. 1964) (C-258), involved a claim to a compound. The court concluded that because one utility had been demonstrated: use as a plant fungicide, then the claims did not lack utility. The court did not merely rely upon the patent’s disclosure of that utility in the application. Instead, the court relied upon a study that was “sufficient to prove” the usefulness of the compound.

22 530 F.2d 1402 (C.C.P.A. 1976) (“In re Malachowski”) (C-432).

23 In re Malachowski, at 1407 (C-432).

24 In re Malachowski, at 1403 (C-432).

25 In re Malachowski, at 1404 (C-432) (“There is no dispute that the claimed invention has not been shown to be useful in humans. Appellant has stated in his brief that ‘(p)redictive, but not promising, statements are made relative to human utility. Human utility is contemplated but verification thereof has been left for the future.’”
specific to humans. In so doing, the court distinguished *In re Buting*\(^{26}\), which dealt with a claim specific to the treatment of humans. The court noted:

In *Buting*, the specification was directed to only the treatment of cancer in humans. The claims read on the ‘administration (of an effective amount of the recited compound) to a patient’ suffering from one of seven types of malignant conditions. Although ‘a patient’ can refer to both humans and animals, when read in light of the *Buting* disclosure, it is clear that only human utility was contemplated.\(^{27}\)

23. Because the claim covered animals, the court found adequate support in the Malachowski application. The case, again, turns importantly on the limitations found in the claim. If the claim was specific to treatment of arthritis in humans, the clear implication of the case, following *In re Buting*, is that the claim would have been invalidated for lack of utility.

24. In fact, *In re Buting*, upon which Professor Merges does not rely, is itself even more illuminating. The specification in the patent at issue there detailed considerable information, noting that the compound used in the claimed method had shown “significant activity” against a variety of cancers.\(^{28}\) The specification suggested that such activity had been confirmed by clinical treatment of human subjects.\(^{29}\) The court concluded the claims lacked utility, noting “[w]e are not aware of any reputable authority which would accept appellant’s two clinical cases as establishing utility for treatment of cancer in humans.”\(^{30}\) This case demonstrates that more than a mere statement of utility in the patent is required. Even in the face of clinical data, the court rejected the claims. Specifically distinguishing *In re Krimmel*\(^{31}\), upon which Professor Merges relies, the court reasoned “While the court's consideration of tests demonstrating effectiveness of compounds in treating diseases in animals indicates that such are not to be disregarded, it is clear that such tests must be viewed with respect to the utility

---

\(^{26}\) 418 F.2d 540 (C.C.P.A. 1969) (“*In re Buting*”) (R-393).

\(^{27}\) *In re Malachowski*, (C-432).

\(^{28}\) *In re Buting*, (R-393).

\(^{29}\) *Ibid.*

\(^{30}\) *In re Buting*, at 542 (R-393).

\(^{31}\) 292 F.2d 948 (C.C.P.A. 1961) (“*In re Krimmel*”) (C-439).
asserted.” 32 Ultimately the court concluded, “We do not find such evidence, limited to one compound and two types of cancer, to be commensurate with the broad scope of utility asserted and claimed, viz. that of treating seven types of cancer with several compounds.” 33 Buting makes clear that satisfying the utility requirement, particularly for treatments directed to humans, requires actual proof of utility and more than the a mere unsupported recitation of an expectant utility.

D. Professor Merges Understates the Similarities of United States’ Written Description and Enablement Requirements with Canadian Policies

25. Professor Merges also fails to consider adequately the importance of including the enablement and written description doctrines in a proper comparative analysis. Both enablement and written description require proof that the applicant did actually invent what is claimed, by requiring a disclosure that demonstrates her possession of the claimed invention and the manner of making and using it. As I explained in my opening report, the three doctrines (utility, enablement and written description) are closely related and often rise or fall together. 34 A myopic focus solely on utility doctrine is to miss the forest for the trees.

26. Professor Merges offers an interesting exegesis on what he views as the policies underlying utility, written description, and enablement. 35 Conspicuously, he cites no authority for his articulation of the relationships among the three doctrines. The reason is that there is no support in the law for his characterizations. He asserts, without support, that “Utility prevents claiming an invention before its use is established; it prevents inventors from stockpiling structures whose end purpose is as yet unknown. Enablement and written description prevent an inventor from overclaiming the bounds of an invention; they prevent inventors from in effect stockpiling variants and extensions of a given invention.” The law does not cabin enablement and written description so neatly in this fashion. They are also threshold assessments of whether the applicant has

32 In re Krimmel, (C-439).
33 Ibid.
34 Holbrook First Report, at para. 9.
35 Merges Second Report, at para. 42.
invented anything *at all*, let alone whether they have claimed more than they invented. The three doctrines thus overlap considerably and in ways that mirror Canadian utility doctrine. The overlap with enablement is particularly clear: if the inventor has not created something that will work, then by definition the specification cannot describe how to make or use the invention.

27. The seminal case for written description law, *Ariad Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Eli Lilly & Co.*[^36] confirms that written description does more than merely police patent scope. In *Ariad*, the inventors “recognized that artificially interfering” with the expression of the gene at issue “could reduce the harmful symptoms of certain diseases.”[^37] However, as of the filing date, the inventors had not yet discovered any means to artificially interfere with the expression of the gene; instead, “[t]he specification hypothesizes three types of molecules with the potential” to do so interfere.[^38] The court recognized that the claims were broad genus claims, “encompassing the use of all substances that achieve the desired result.”[^39] Because the inventors had discovered *no such substance* as of the filing date, the case is not merely a scope issue. Had the inventors drafted claims specific to the hypothesized chemicals, the claims would still have failed the written description requirement because the applicant had not disclosed any means of obtaining the desired result. The inventor, rather than simply claiming too broadly, was not yet in possession of *any* embodiments of the invention. As the court reasoned:

> Perhaps there is little difference in some fields between describing an invention and enabling one to make and use it, but that is not always true of certain inventions, including chemical and chemical-like inventions. Thus, although written description and enablement often rise and fall together, requiring a written description of the invention plays a vital role in curtailing claims that do not require undue experimentation to make and use, and thus satisfy enablement, but that have not been invented, and thus cannot be described. For example, a propyl or butyl compound may be made by a process analogous to a disclosed methyl compound, but, in the absence of a statement that the

[^36]: 598 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc) (“Ariad”)(R-099).
[^37]: *Ariad*, at 1340 (R-099).
[^38]: *Ariad*, at 1341 (R-099).
[^39]: *Ariad*, at 1340 (R-099).
inventor invented propyl and butyl compounds, such compounds have not been described and are not entitled to a patent.40

28. As such, written description performs two functions. It does police claim scope, but it also ensures that applicants do not file their applications prematurely, before they actually created the invention.

29. As the Federal Circuit further explained in Ariad, “the specification must describe an invention understandable to that skilled artisan and show that the inventor actually invented the invention claimed.”41 The court also discusses genus claims as a separate form of claim issue.42 Non-genus claims, therefore, are also subject to the written description requirement.

30. Confirming that written description applies to claims of narrow scope, and not merely broad genus claims, is the Federal Circuit’s reliance on In re Ruschig43 to support its conclusion in Ariad.44 In Ruschig, the court rejected a claim to a single, specific compound in light of a broad specification that “encompasses something like half a million possible compounds.”45 The court reasoned: “Not having been specifically named or mentioned in any manner, one is left to selection from the myriads of possibilities encompassed by the broad disclosure, with no guide indicating or directing that this particular selection should be made rather than any of the many others which

40 Ariad, at 1352 (R-099).
41 Ariad, at 1351 (R-099).
42 Ariad, at 1351 (R-099) (“For generic claims, we have set forth a number of factors for evaluating the adequacy of the disclosure...”); see also AbbVie Deutschland GmbH & Co., KG v. Janssen Biotech, Inc., 759 F.3d 1285 (Fed. Cir. 2014) at 1299 (R-103) (“One particular question regarding the written description requirement has been raised when a genus is claimed but the specification only describes a part of that genus that is insufficient to constitute a description of the genus.”)
43 379 F.2d 990 (C.C.P.A. 1967) (“Ruschig”) (R-394).
44 To be clear, I do not believe, as the majority suggests in Ariad, that Ruschig supports a written description requirement as originally adopted in Regents of the University. of California v. Eli Lilly & Co., 119 F.3d 1559 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (“Lilly”) (R-101). Ruschig involves the traditional use of written description to keep new matter from entering subsequent applications. To the extent that the majority in Ariad felt those cases inform the written description requirement in its present form, then Ruschig demonstrates that written description is not just about claim scope.
45 Ruschig, at 993 (R-394).
could also be made.” Indeed, Eli Lilly & Co. argued in favor of this view of Ruschig in Ariad.\textsuperscript{47}

31. The case viewed as creating the new written description requirement, Regents of the University of California v. Eli Lilly & Co., is also telling in this regard. In Lilly, claim 5 was “specific to a microorganism containing a human insulin cDNA.”\textsuperscript{48} As such, the claim was not an overly broad genus claim, unlike others in the case that “generically recited cDNA” encoding vertebrate or mammalian insulin.\textsuperscript{49} The court rejected claim 5 for lack of written description.\textsuperscript{50} The court concluded the specification was inadequate because it only described “a general method of obtaining the human cDNA…along with the amino acid sequences of human insulin A and B chains.”\textsuperscript{51} Moreover, it further concluded that “[w]hile the example provides a process for obtaining human insulin-encoding cDNA, there is no further information in the patent pertaining to that cDNA’s relevant structural or physical characteristics; in other words, it thus does not describe human insulin cDNA…. Accordingly, the specification does not provide a written description of the invention of claim 5.”\textsuperscript{52}

32. While the most typical application of the written description requirement is to police against overly broad claims, it is not the written description’s only function, as these cases demonstrate. It also can invalidate incredibly narrow claims where the disclosure does not demonstrate that the inventor possessed that particular embodiment of the invention. It thus acts both to combat overly broad claim scope and to ensure that the inventor actually has created \textit{anything at all} that is patentable.

\textsuperscript{46} Ruschig, at 995 (R-394).

\textsuperscript{47} Ariad, at 1348 (R-099) (“According to Lilly, the court properly rejected the claim under a written description requirement separate from enablement because the specification did not disclose the later-claimed compound to one of skill in the art as something the inventors actually invented out of the myriad of other compounds encompassed by the broad disclosure.”)

\textsuperscript{48} Lilly at 1567 (R-101).

\textsuperscript{49} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{50} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{52} Ibid.
33. This role for the written description requirement parallels the Canadian policy interest in ensuring that a party has actually invented what is disclosed at the time of the application if filed. It works to prevent premature applications on inventions that have not been demonstrated to work as of yet.

E. The US Does Not Routinely Permit Post-Filing Evidence to Demonstrate Utility or Enablement

34. Professor Merges’ assertion that post-filing evidence to support utility and enablement is routinely used is wrong. Technical evidence generated after the filing date, such as new experiments performed by the applicant or scientific articles, generally cannot be used to demonstrate utility or enablement in the face of an otherwise inadequate disclosure. The reason is straightforward: utility and enablement are assessed as of the filing date. This type of post-filing evidence risks that technological advances subsequent to the filing of the application are used to prepare such evidence and, thus, that the evidence does not properly reflect the state of the art as of the filing date. If this were not the rule, every applicant could file an application with a host of speculative utilities while waiting until later to discover whether that speculation can be confirmed.

35. Of course, evidence generated post-filing that demonstrates a lack of utility or enablement does not suffer from this problem. Such evidence is admissible because it is highly probative as to whether the application had demonstrated utility or an enabling disclosure on the filing date. In this context, timing works against the applicant. Even if the post-filing evidence incorporates subsequent technological advances, if the evidence shows a lack of utility or enablement, then odds are very low the inventor actually demonstrated utility or enablement as of the application’s filing date. Many of the cases that Professor Merges relies upon relate to post-filing evidence that confirms a lack of utility or enablement. These cases are inapposite to the issues in this dispute.

36. For example, in footnote 40, Professor Merges relies upon In re Marzocchi, stating that “[t]here the court accepted evidence, in the form of a scientific references, that were not prior art to the application at issue – i.e., the references appeared in the
literature after the patent’s filing date.” To be clear, the court concluded that the patent’s asserted utility was sufficient: “the circumstances we see do not support the reasonableness of any doubts which the Patent Office might have had concerning the adequacy of appellants’ specification disclosure to support these claims.” The case therefore has nothing to do with evidence generated post-filing to demonstrate utility or enablement.

37. More importantly, *Marzocchi* is actually about the evidence that the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) must bring forward to challenge an applicant’s asserted utility or enabling disclosure. The evidence at issue was used by the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) to demonstrate that the patent’s disclosure was insufficient. It was not submitted by an applicant to bolster a claim of an inadequate disclosure, as is the situation in this arbitration.

38. The language that Professor Merges quotes confirms that the court’s discussion relates to the USPTO’s use of post-filing evidence “to create a reasonable doubt as to the accuracy of a particular broad statement put forward as enabling support for a claim.” Specifically, the court noted that “Most often, additional factors, such as the teachings in pertinent references, will be available to substantiate any doubts that the asserted scope of objective enablement is in fact commensurate with the scope of protection sought and to support any demands based thereon for proof.” The post-filing evidence discussed in footnote 4 of the decision, thus, is evidence substantiating the USPTO’s doubts regarding utility or enablement.

53 Merges First Report, at p. 11, n.40; *In re Marzocchi*, 439 F.2d 220 (C.C.P.A. 1971) (“*Marzocchi*”) (R-088).

54 *See Marzocchi*, at 224 (R-088).

55 The opinion itself is not as clear as Professor Merges suggests regarding the nature of any post-filing evidence. The decision itself does not discuss particular pieces of evidence outside of the patent document, so, aside from a generic reference in a footnote to the use of non-prior art references – which could have been created prior to the filing date – the case does not delineate the nature of any such evidence.

56 *See Marzocchi*, at 223 (R-088).

57 *See Marzocchi*, at 223 – 224 (R-088) (footnote omitted and emphasis mine).
39. Subsequent cases confirm that the language in *Marzocchi* is dealing with USPTO’s evidence of lack of utility or enablement. In short, allowing post-filing evidence to show a patent’s disclosure is inadequate is uncontroversial. The one-off sentence, indicting the USPTO’s evidence as “tend[ing] to strengthen rather than weaken appellants’ claim to the breadth of protection they seek,” does not somehow transform the nature of the case. USPTO produced arguably post-filing evidence to support its view that the claims were not enabled.

40. In contrast, the courts and the USPTO have, as a general rule, rejected evidence generated post-filing that has been used in an attempt to demonstrate the invention’s utility or that the disclosure is enabling. For example, in *In re Glass*, the applicant submitted four patents to support his argument that his application was enabled. The four patents issued after the applicant’s filing date, though they would have qualified as prior art under then-35 U.S.C. § 102(e). The USPTO held that the patents “could not be accepted as showing the state of the art as of appellant’s filing date since they issued thereafter and refused to consider them.” The court agreed with the approach of the USPTO holding:

> As of its filing date it does not show what is known generally to ‘any person skilled in the art,’ to quote from § 112. On the other hand, § 112 requires an applicant to so describe his invention as to enable any person skilled in the art

---

58 *See In re Cortright*, 165 F.3d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 1999) at 1357 *(R-068)* (citing *Marzocchi* to support the proposition that “The PTO cannot make this type of rejection, however, unless it has reason to doubt the objective truth of the statements contained in the written description.”).

59 492 F.2d 1228 (C.C.P.A. 1974) (“*In re Glass*”) *(R-395)*. Professor Merges did not discuss *In re Glass*, but it was cited in his block quote on p. 10, paragraph 23, from *In re Brana*, 51 F.3d 1560 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (“*In re Brana*”) *(C-168)*.

60 The four patents would have qualified as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). At that time, § 102(e) defined as prior art “a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent.” In other words, an issued patent in the United States is treated as prior art as of its filing date. Section 102(e) is codification of the Supreme Court’s decision in *Alexander Milburn Co. v Davis-Bournonville Co.*, 270 U.S. 390 (1926), 46 S.Ct. 324 *(R-453)*. In 1999, § 102(e) was amended once the United States changed its law to allow the publication of patent applications. After the amendment, a patent application would serve as prior art if either the application was published (35 U.S.C. § 102(e)(1)) or when the patent issued (35 U.S.C. § 102(e)(2)). This entire provision was eliminated from the United States patent laws by the America Invents Act, which changed the United States from a first-to-invent to a first-inventor-to-file system. The analog to § 102(e) is found in § 102(a)(2), which is keyed to the date of application and not the date of invention.

61 *In re Glass*, at 1231 *(R-395)*.
to practice it, the purpose being to make the invention understandable to all such persons as soon as the patent issues. Sections 112 and 102(e) rest on different foundations, serve different purposes, and are not comparable. There is nothing ‘unfair’ about the situation. The board was right in refusing to consider the patents cited by appellant and we, likewise, refuse to consider them.\(^{62}\)

41. This case is a clear example of where the USPTO and court refused to look at post-filing evidence that would have supported the applicant’s position that the patent’s disclosure was sufficient solely because the evidence arose after the filing date.

42. Professor Merges also relies on In re Krimmel to suggest that the United States routinely permits post-filing evidence in support of enablement or utility. The case does not support such a rule. The real issue was whether proof of human efficacy was required to demonstrate utility, which the court concluded was not. The affidavits submitted in the case discuss “the evaluation of two of the claimed compounds” for their effectiveness. The case does not explain when those tests were performed, however. The affidavit was generated post-filing, but at no point did the USPTO raise an objection based on timing. If the affidavit related to acts occurring prior to the filing date, then such an affidavit is not objectionable. Subsequent cases suggest that the testing was indeed generated pre-filing.\(^{63}\) Further, even if the tests discussed in the affidavit were performed post-filing, they merely replicated what had been done pre-filing.\(^{64}\)

43. Professor Merges’ reliance on In re Brana is also unavailing, as I discussed in my initial report.\(^{65}\) Professor Merges ignores these important aspects of Brana that limit any broad holding regarding the admissibility of post-filing evidence in support of enablement:

\(^{62}\) In re Glass, at 1231-1232 (R-395) (emphasis added).

\(^{63}\) See In re Kirk, 376 F.2d 936 (C.C.P.A. 1967) at 941 n.7 (R-074) (“In those cases [including Krimmel], the inventors had carried their invention substantially further than appellants here, pharmacological testing having proceeded to an extent that some particular salutary effects on conditions inimical to animals could be ascribed to the compounds in issue there. The general results of those tests were disclosed in the application as filed, in contrast to the situation here.”)

\(^{64}\) See In re Krimmel, (C-439) (“He is conversant with the tests employed to establish the pharmacodynamics of the said compounds, these tests being of a standardized type generally carried out under his supervision.”) (emphasis added)).

\(^{65}\) Holbrook First Report, at paras. 34-36.
• The court held the disclosure was sufficient even without the evidence. As such, the admission of the evidence is of no moment - it was superfluous to the holding of the case.66
• The prior art itself supported utility, reducing any improper incorporation of subsequent technical advance.67
• The court recognized the very narrow context for this evidence: “[The Kluge declaration] does not render an insufficient disclosure enabling, but instead goes to prove that the disclosure was in fact enabling when filed (i.e., demonstrated utility).”68
• The Federal Circuit subsequently has itself limited Brana.69

44. The law is clear that evidence generated post-filing in support of utility or enablement is not generally admissible. Brana, as explained above, is an outlier decision and the use of post-filing evidence in that context was superfluous to the outcome.

F. The United States has Significantly Changed Its Patent Law Since NAFTA

45. Professor Merges suggest that variations in United States patent law are merely minor variances. Such a statement ignores the dramatic impact of Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int'l70 and other subject matter eligibility cases from the United States Supreme Court that dramatically curtailed what subject matter can be patented. It also ignores that the Federal Circuit’s written description doctrine as fully recognized in Ariad, which stands alone in the world and has had a dramatic impact in biotechnology and software cases. These are not minor variations but instead significant changes to Untied States patent law that suggest U.S. courts do not feel constrained by NAFTA in their development of patent law.

46. As I explained in my opening report71, the Supreme Court’s decision in Alice represents a dramatic sea change in the law of patentable subject matter that has

66 See In re Brana, at 1566 (R-073) (“applicants should not have been required to substantiate their presumptively correct disclosure to avoid a rejection under the first paragraph of § 112.”)
67 In re Brana, at 1567-1568 (R-073).
68 In re Brana, at 1567 n.19 (R-073).
69 See In re ‘318 Patent Infringement Litigation, 583 F.3d 1317 (Fed. Cir. 2009) at 1325 n.8 (R-054)
71 Holbrook First Report, at para. 63.
invalidated thousands of patents. Moreover, the United States Supreme Court’s
decisions in Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad rejected decades of practice
by the USPTO of issuing patents on isolated cDNA,\textsuperscript{72} also invalidating large numbers of
extant patents.\textsuperscript{73} Mayo v. Prometheus\textsuperscript{74} has also dramatically reduced the patentability of
various diagnostic methods, invalidating even more current patents.

47. \textit{Ariad} itself, as I explained\textsuperscript{75} and which Professor Merges does not deny,
represents a dramatic unilateral alteration of United States patent law, creating a doctrine
that is unique to the United States. The irony is that this law evolved at the bequest of
Lilly, who now wants to cry foul over a doctrine that is consistent with United States
patent law, and indeed far more consistent than the U.S. written description doctrine is
with patent laws around the world.

48. As I explained, and contrary to Mr. Kunin’s assertions, the doctrine of utility has
also oscillated over time in the United States.\textsuperscript{76,77}

\textsuperscript{72} \textit{See Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. U.S. Patent & Trademark Office}, 689 F.3d 1303 (Fed. Cir. 2012)
(Moore, J., concurring-in-part) at 1343 (\textbf{R-396}) (“[T]he United States Patent Office has allowed patents on
isolated DNA sequences for decades, and, more generally, has allowed patents on purified natural
products for centuries.”); \textit{aff’d in part, rev’d in part sub nom. Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad
Genetics, Inc.}, 133 S. Ct. 2107 (2013) (\textbf{R-109}).

\textsuperscript{73} \textit{Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. U.S. Patent & Trademark Office}, 689 F.3d 1303 (Fed. Cir. 2012)
(Moore, J., concurring-in-part) at 1343 (\textbf{R-396}) (“There are now thousands of patents with claims to
isolated DNA, and some unknown (but certainly large) number of patents to purified natural products or
fragments thereof.”)

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Mayo Collaborative Services. v. Prometheus Laboratories Inc.}, 132 S. Ct. 1289 (2012) (\textbf{R-110}).

\textsuperscript{75} Holbrook First Report, at paras. 68-69.

\textsuperscript{76} Professor Merges conspicuously does not address this issue. Indeed, in his writing, Professor Merges
appears to agree with my position that the utility doctrine has changed over time. Robert P. Merges,
are of course especially well suited to assess these sorts of changes and to adjust rules accordingly” and
using as an example “The updating of the utility requirement in patent law to obviate the patenting of gene
snippets aimed at capturing the value of later-discovered genes”).

\textsuperscript{77} Holbrook First Report, at paras. 64-66.
49. In summary, the supplemental reports of Professor Merges and Mr. Kunin do not undermine the basic premise of my initial report: a proper comparative analysis requires an analysis not only of United States utility doctrine but also enablement and written description requirements. This trio of doctrines operates to protect against applicants filing prematurely, before they have actually discovered whether the invention truly works. These doctrines are particularly relevant in the pharmaceutical context, notably when addressing a claim to a method of treatment.

Signed at **ATLANTA, GA, USA** on: **5 DEC 15**

[signed]

Timothy R. Holbrook
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